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1. General Information
1.1 Introduction
Purpose of this document
This Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual has been created to
ensure that all new store designs or renovations/alterations to
existing stores, are aligned with Southern Cross Retail Complex’s
established operational and design specifications. All tenant
leasehold improvements however small or limited in scope must be
fully reviewed and approved by Building Management prior to
commencement of construction.

premises. Although Building Management will supply the Tenant
with lease outline drawings if available, the Tenant must verify the
as-built conditions prior to commencement of the Tenant’s design.
Building Management reserves the right to add or amend the
information and procedures contained herein, which will be in effect
upon issuance.

To ensure the design integrity of Southern Cross Retail Complex,
the Tenant is required to adhere to the procedural guidelines
specified in the individual lease documents. Nevertheless, it must
be clearly understood that in the event of ambiguity the approval to
proceed or not proceed with Tenant work will remain solely with
Building Management.
It is the Tenant's responsibility to ensure that a copy of this manual
is provided to their consultants and contractors and sub-contractors
(hereafter called the contractor(s)), or any other person employed
by them. Both the Tenant, its consultants, contractor(s) and any
other person must fully adhere to the directions provided herein.
Failure by the Tenant or its designer(s), contractor(s), or any other
person employed by it, to comply with any of the general or specific
guidelines because of a lack of understanding or awareness of the
Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual will not be accepted by
Building Management.
It is essential that the Tenant visit the site to inspect and verify all
site conditions prior to the commencement of design work.
The Tenant is responsible for the production of accurate and
complete working drawings for the proposed construction within the
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Site Details
The Southern Cross Retail Complex is located in the heart of
Melbourne’s business district at the ‘top end’ of the city, on the
former Southern Cross Hotel site. The site has three street
frontages: Bourke Street on the North, Exhibition Street on the East
and Little Collins Street on the South side, whilst the western
boundary is shouldering adjacent shops and restaurants along
Bourke and Little Collins Streets.
The site is in a highly accessible location, with excellent public
transport in close proximity to Bourke Street and Collins Street tram
and bus stops and Parliament train station. With public car parking
available on the site, it also provides car users with direct access to
City Link freeway via Exhibition Street which runs into Batman
Avenue.
Just a short stroll from the major CBD shopping precinct and
Bourke Street Mall and surrounded by an abundance of hospitality
and entertainment options, the Southern Cross Retail Complex is
an integrated and complimentary extension of Melbourne city’s
unique urban grain.
Attractive external finishes to the facade, landscaped laneway
covered with transparent canopy and contemporary shopfronts will
create an inviting and user friendly workspace / retail environment
that will compliment the “office tower” culture and the development
in total.
The Southern Cross Retail Complex is considered a valued and
prestigious part of Southern Cross East and Southern Cross West
and must therefore reflect the sophistication and convenience of a
successful retail development aimed at offering a unique and
reliable facility.
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1.2 Building and Consultant Directory
BUILDING MANAGEMENT CONTACTS
Owner
Southern Cross East Tower (SX1) - Brookfield SX Development Pty
Ltd
Southern Cross West Tower (SX2) - Brookfield SX West Tower
Landowner Pty Ltd.
Building Management
Brookfield Commercial Operations
Address:
Level 4, 121 Exhibition Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel:
+61 3 9353 3220
Fax:
+61 8 9639 0068
Email:
Vic121ExhibitionSt@au.brookfield.com
Vic111BourkeSt@au.brookfield.com
BASE BUILDING CONSULTANTS
Structural Engineer
Name:
Bonnaci Group
Address:
50 Hoddle Street, Abbotsford VIC 3067
Tel:
+61 3 9418 4000
Fax:
+61 3 9418 4001
Architect
Name:
Address:
Tel:
Fax:
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Woods Bagot
The Beacon, Podium 1
3 Southgate Ave, Southbank VIC 3006
+61 3 8646 6600
+61 3 9645 8787
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Electrical Engineer
Name:
WSP Group
Address:
Level 5, Midtown Tower
246 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel:
+61 3 8663 7880
Fax:
+61 3 8663 7800
Mechanical Engineer
Name:
WSP Group
Address:
Level 5, Midtown Tower
246 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel:
+61 3 8663 7880
Fax:
+61 3 8663 7800
Fire Services
Name:
WSP Group
Address:
Level 5, Midtown Tower
246 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel:
+61 3 8663 7880
Fax:
+61 3 8663 7800
Hydraulic Service
Name:
WSP Group
Address:
Level 5, Midtown Tower
246 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel:
+61 3 8663 7880
Fax:
+61 3 8663 7800
** Design review and consultancy fees are to be paid by Tenant.
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1.3 Key Plan and Criteria Zones
The following plans are diagrammatic and intended only for the purposes of indicating the applicable criteria for the following general locations.
Overall Site Plan
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Southern Cross Lane Site Plan
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Retail Schedule
Shop Number

Shop Number
NLA m2 (Approx)

Licensed Area NLA m2
(Approx)

G01

91.5

G02-G05

421.4

G06

121.1

G07

197.1

G08-G10

182.1

E1a

48.5

E2

94.6

19.5

E3

87.1

24.9

E4

82

24

E5

83.3

22.3

E6

89.8

21

E7a

53

15

E7b

51.7

15.5

E8

74.7

E9

68.9

W1

68.8

39

W2

72.6

31

W3

74.2

29

W4

60

22

W5

97.9

W6

94.8

W7

123.2

W8

77.5

W9

179.3

8

11

NLA m2 (Approx)

W10

169.7

W11

68.9

Licensed Area NLA m2
(Approx)
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2. Design Guidelines
2.1 Glossary of Terms
The following are definitions for terms referred to in this manual:
Tenant Lease Line: The line between the Tenant's leased
premises and the common area. Tenant work must be limited to the
Tenant side of the lease Line.
The nominal lease line to the built shopfront will be shown on the
1:50 tenancy plan, together with the approximate leased area.
Once the fitout has been completed and accepted by Building
Management the actual area of the tenancy will be measured in
accordance with the provisions of the Lease Agreement and these
guidelines.

Retail Zone: Is defined by the entire retail area that is visibly open
to the public from the common space. The retail zone extends from
the Tenant lease line to the Tenant’s back wall, including the
complete merchandising area. Building Management reserves the
right to approve, reject or request modifications to the Tenant's
design, quality of detailing, finishes, materials and lighting within
this entire area.

2.2 Shop Front Criteria
The following criteria are to be considered and incorporated into the
store designs:


Closure Line: Is defined by the location of the Tenant’s closure
system, on or behind the tenant lease line. Base building design
elements such as columns, walls and floor finishes must be
continued by the Tenant from the tenant lease line to the closure
line. Tenant’s finishes cannot extend outside the Closure Line into
the common area.




Building Management Control Zone: In order for Building
Management to control the quality and diversity of storefront
installations within the centre, it is imperative for certain standards
to be maintained. Building Management’s control zone is an area
across the entire width of the Tenant’s storefront, extending from
the Tenant’s lease line into the space as indicated for each
storefront type. Building Management reserves the right to approve,
reject or request modifications to the Tenant's design, quality of
detailing, finishes and materials, lighting, signage, security system
and closure system within this area.



Signage Zone: An area on the storefront in which the Tenant’s
signage must be installed.
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It should be noted that all specialty lighting to external street
fronts may be the subject of separate application and
approval by the relevant regulatory body.
One of a kind storefront designs will be required.
Tenant shall not attach to Building Management’s facade by
means of mechanical fasteners.
The double height space that envelopes the base of the
tower at ground floor (adjacent to West Tower office entry
foyers) is allocated to commercial and retail including cafes
and restaurants.
Externally, the retail perimeter is defined by full height
shopfront type glazing supported by structural stainless steel
clad vertical blades, alpolic clad soffit and selected stone
paving. Internally, the concrete floor slabs, block work, dry
walls and exposed steel structure will form up retail shells
for further developments.
Tenants are to use materials of a unique composition giving
a backdrop of clarity to the product on display. Variety and
individuality are encouraged, but it is important to ensure
each shop is complimentary to neighbouring tenancies and
to the overall Southern Cross Retail Precinct.

Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual





Shopfronts should be personalised and at the leading edge
of innovation in retailing. The finished appearance of the
shopfront is a key factor in attracting customers to each
shop.
Figure 1 illustrates the typical tenancy bulkhead/shopfront
arrangements. It outlines the requirements with regard to
single or double height space to be constructed by the
Tenant.
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The shopfront bulkhead is details shown within this
attachment are indicative only to show the design intent.
Shopfronts are encouraged to be visually as open as
possible and encourage circulation between tenancies.
Figure 3 illustrates this in principal. However, it is essential
to design elements to unify the bulkhead and floor of each
tenancy. This may be achieved by suitably located vertical
elements or by bulkhead projections or ingos being reflected
in floor treatments.

Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual
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Where the side of a tenancy adjoins public space, the
shopfront should be open or glazed. Refer Figure 5 for
optional shop front entries. In very limited cases shopfronts
may extend beyond the lease line. Extensions beyond the
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lease line may only be approved by Building Management in
writing. Recessed and angled shopfronts are encouraged.
Where elements of glass shopfront or display window are
required, the glass is to extend full height from the tenancy
floor to the plasterboard bulkhead at the shopfront head.

engineer. Due allowance should be made for structural movement
and/or tolerances. Any additional structural support for the
shopfront will be at the Tenant’s costs. Structural columns in the
shopfront zone must be finished by the tenant and an innovative
approach to cladding adopted.
Materials
All materials must be of a high quality, durable and appropriate for
the desired location and presentation of the shop. Preferred
materials for use in tenancy fit out and shop window displays
include:
 Frameless glass;
 Multi-pane glass;
 Stained, etched or sandblasted glass;
 Stained and or polished timber;
 Stainless steel;
 Stone;
 Ceramics;
 High quality powder coated sections.



Any structural column exposed within a shopfront zone
including inter tenancy walls must be finished as part of the
shopfront works.

Shopfront Support Structure
The main structure of the building has minimal allowance at the
tenancy lease line for lateral support of roller grilles and shopfronts.
The Tenant should ensure that suitable structural support is
provided to doors and any additional openings.
No penetrations or modifications to the structure are permitted
without the prior written approval of Building Management. All
support frame work is to be certified by a qualified structural
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The following materials are not permitted for use unless innovation
can be demonstrated and special approval granted by Building
Management:
 Mill or anodised finish aluminium;
 Exposed un-rendered block or brick;
 Brush or roller painted shopfronts;
 Solid faced roller shutters;
 Plaster, plasterboard, cork, sheet vinyl, wall paper, fabric,
carpet, laminated plastic, pegboard;
 Screw snap covers or pop rivets;
 Surface mounted light fittings.
Surfaces or projections which may prove hazardous for passengers
are not permitted, nor are materials with low durability. Allowance
should be made for concourse cleaning machines impacting the
shopfront.
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All exposed brickwork/blockwork or bare concrete within the retail
area and/or visible to the public must be clad with an approved
material. Designers are encouraged to treat materials in a nontraditional manner.
Shopfront Soffit
Some retail precinct shopfronts have been designed with a common
external soffit outside of the tenancy to provide a united backdrop to
each shopfront. Tenancies’ bulkhead, where applicable and ceiling
heights vary in different retail areas and figure 1 indicates typical
ceiling bulkhead details where they exist. The 1:50 tenancy plans
will show the bulkhead specific to each tenancy which will need to
be constructed by the Tenant as part of the fitout.
Other retail shopfronts, particularly along Southern Cross Laneway
have been designed to project outside the overall podium and tower
footprint above providing prominent shopfronts which will exist
under the proposed canopy in the Southern Cross Laneway
development linking Bourke to Little Collins Streets.
Projection and Regress (Ingo)
Shopfronts will generally not be permitted to extend beyond the
lease line. Where the shopfront is proposed to be projected beyond
the nominal lease line the projection must return back to the inter
tenancy wall at each side of the tenancy by a step or splay in the
shopfront which does not encroach beyond a line drawn at 45º to
the lease line and no closer than 300 mm from the inter tenancy
wall. Where shopfronts are set back to the rear of the shopfront
zone, the mall floor finish will be extended into the area by Building
Management, at the Tenant’s cost. When considering this form of
shopfront it is vital to inform the Tenancy Coordinator immediately
in order to co-ordinate any additional mall floor finishes and
minimise costs to the Tenant.
External Floor Finish (Hardscape)
To north, east and south side of the site, the standard MCC
bluestone pavers shall be reinstated to footpaths and will continue
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to external line of shopfront glazing. The Southern Cross Lane shall
have hardscape finish in a combination of various stones, patterned
concrete and pavers laid to shopfront lease lines.
The Tenant shall be responsible for building up or ramping up the
floor at a gradual slope to meet flush with the external floor finishes.
Tenancy Floor Projection Zone, Continuation of Hardscape into
Tenancies
Each Tenancy shall design and install flooring that will suit its needs
and which will be finished in accordance with recommended
materials, refer clause 5.2.6. In most instances the flooring will have
to be raised and construction of secondary concrete slab on dwarf
walls will be necessary, at the Tenant’s cost (Refer to Figure 2 for
proposed sill/floor details).
Tenancy flooring shall not extend outside of shopfronts, unless the
lease includes the usage of external space (i.e. eateries’ or cafés’
external seating), in which case the Tenant shall submit for
approval detail design of how the proposed layout will interact with
SX lane landscaping and its perceived civic ambiance.
On the other hand, the external flooring (paving, bluestone, etc), if
deemed suitable and of better finish than in hardscape, may be
extended into the tenancy, at the Tenant’s cost. The demarcation
on lease line between hardscape and tenancy floor shall be
constructed as control joint.
In all cases, the tenancy floor finish must finish level with the
external flooring level at selected entry point (Figure 4). Reducing
strips/ramps are not acceptable outside of the tenancy.
If space permits and Tenant decides to build mezzanine level in the
tenancy, the proposed design shall be accompanied with full
structural documentation. The floor finishes must be hard surfaces,
compatible with the rest of the tenancy.
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Treatment of Movement Control Joints
Where applicable, joints in tenancy floor or wall finishes are to
match existing structural and control joints, as indicated on 1:50
plans.

2.3 Food Court Criteria
This section is not applicable to this site.

2.4 Store Interior Design Criteria
All Tenants are required to provide high quality, finely detailed and
unique
The interior design of your shop is to be compatible with the
shopfront in design and theme, with a high standard of finish
suitable for the products or services offered. Good and efficient
design will maximise the use of space in a three dimensional sense
through careful consideration of the volume of the space that you
are leasing.

2.5 Building Management Control Zone

employed by the Tenant and a creative proposal submitted for
Building Management’s approval.
Signage shall be located within the limits of the tenant lease line
and should be designed as an integral part of the shopfront.
As a guide signage should not exceed 0.15 sqm per lineal metre of
shopfront. The horizontal dimension shall not exceed 2/3 of the
width of the shopfront. Signs wider than one third of the tenancy
width must be perforated, segmented or individual letters.
A horizontal signboard has not been included as a basic
architectural feature because the intent is to encourage more
creative signs that are designed to be part of the shopfront. Two
illuminated signs per shopfront elevation will be allowed.
Signage should identify the shop name or trading name only and
not spell out the type of merchandise it is selling or the service it
offers. No commercial brands or trademarks are to be displayed
other than the approved trading name. The use of a crest, logo or
other established corporate insignia or graphics may be permitted
with Building Management’s approval.

Building Management control zone is an area across the entire
width of the Tenant’s storefront, extending from the Tenant lease
line. The entire public front space of the Tenants’ shopfront
including the food service counter is in the Building Management
control zone. To maintain a high level of design and finish Building
Management has the right to request and / or refuse modifications
or amendments in this zone.

Signage and any strong horizontal back panelling can not be placed
closer than 1500 mm from the margin at either side of an individual
shopfront.

2.6 Interior Storefront Signage Criteria

Sign Illumination
The minimum acceptable standard for a sign generally is a three
dimensional individually illuminated letter type. Illuminated box
signs or non-illuminated letters will not be accepted, nor shall any
strobe or activating light, nor moving or rotating signs, nor
cardboard or foam lettering.

Shopfront signage is one of the most critical elements of the
Southern Cross Retail Precinct. A graphic designer should be
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Three dimensional signs are encouraged. Blade signs can be
provided to each tenancy but behind glass shopfront (Figure 6).
Blade signs are not to obliterate adjacent base building signs.
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Certain
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2.7 Finishes
Storefront Materials and Finishes
The Tenant storefront materials are critical in creating a quality
and dynamic retail experience. To maintain a high standard of
design and retail animation, Tenants are encouraged to use
durable materials of superior quality.
All materials are to be installed over a durable substrate, and must
be long lasting with minimal maintenance requirements.
All storefronts shall comply with all governing and applicable
building and fire code requirements.
Building Management reserves the right to reject or request
substitutions or adjustments to the proposed finishes. All materials
must be approved by Building Management and/or their
representatives prior to installation.
Floor finish
The finished floor is to reflect the desired theme of the shop interior
and must finish flush with the external paving at the entry. The
Tenant will be responsible for designing and constructing secondary
floor structure in accordance with desired finished floor levels.
Where shopfront entrances are behind the nominated lease line,
the base building external finish is to be adopted to the external
lease line.
Designs with tenancy floor finish extending outside the shopfront
may be considered. This finish must be suitable for external use
and must match the external finishes in durability, texture and slip
co-efficient.
The following are permissible floor finishes:


Stone
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Timber or parquetry
High grade commercial quality carpet

High grade commercial quality ceramic tiles will not be permitted as
a floor finish unless innovation in their use can be demonstrated.
Carpets are to be a minimum of heavy commercial grade and
special attention should be paid to the durability and colour of any
soft floor finish at the shop entry.
Where shopfront entrances are behind the nominated lease line,
the external finish is to be adopted.
Tenants are responsible to ensure that store floor coverings are
graded to match the floor finish at the shop entrance. There are to
be no trip hazards and all slip coefficient’s of floor finishes must be
met. At entries, lips of more than 2.00mm and ramps of more than
1:20mm are not allowed.
Allowance is to be made for existing base building expansion joints
in the floor where ceramic or stone tiles are proposed. Some advice
can be sought from Building Management. Should more detailed
design be required, Building Management will consult a structural
engineer at the Tenant’s costs.
Chases and/or saw cuts into the structural slab may be allowed,
subject to approval of Building Management’s structural design
consultant and the Building Management.
Walls and Columns:
The full height inter-tenancy walls erected as part of base building
works, will be standard steel stud framed walls lined with sealed but
unpainted plasterboard. Walls bounding services corridors and fire
exits may be fire rated block work or fire rated plasterboard. All inter
tenancy walls are to extend to the inner face of shopfront mullions.
Any fire rating, acoustics or security requirements will be addressed
by the Tenant.
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The issued tenancy plan will verify the type of construction and
heights of walls.
All proposed internal partition walls must be full height to ceiling
except for change/fitting cubicles.
In the case of steel framed inter tenancy stud walls no direct
unsupported loading is to be applied by way of fixtures and fittings.
All wall/column surfaces exposed to public view shall be
lined/finished smooth and painted (No exposed painted brick, block
or pre-cast concrete will be accepted unless required as part of
standard shop fit out).
Skirtings should be affixed to wall surfaces to minimise marking and
conceal electrical services. No exposed conduits will be accepted.
Columns
Structural columns that occur within the tenancy zone must be
included in the overall tenancy design proposals. While maintaining
their structural and fire integrity, appropriate cladding and finishes
are to be provided at the Tenant’s cost and must be approved by
Building Management.
Application of materials and use of super graphic signage is
encouraged.
Ceilings
Ceilings within the tenancy are to be installed by the Tenant. The
ceiling will, as a minimum, be smooth prefinished ceiling tiles within
a pre-painted suspended grid for standard tenancies, but
preference will be given for flush plasterboard. Variations to ceiling
finishes and/or heights are encouraged.
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Emergency Lighting and Exit Signs
Emergency lighting and exit signs installed within the tenancy are to
be edge lit blade type signage and are required to be monitored by
the base building emergency lighting monitoring system where
connected to the base building system. To achieve this
requirement, the Tenant is required to provide all emergency lights
and illuminated exit signs per Building Management’s requirements.
The Building Management will commission the monitoring system to
recognise the Tenants’ emergency light fittings; the costs of the
commissioning will be paid by the Tenant. The proposed fittings are
not to be directly fixed to the inter-tenancy walls. Instead they must
be independently supported as free standing fittings.
Acoustics
It is the Tenant’s responsibility to provide sound insulation where
required to contain noise transfer. Acoustic treatments may be
required as part of the fitout to achieve the building’s recommended
internal noise level within a retail area. Please confirm the
requirement with Building Management.

2.8 Fixtures and Furniture
Quality, durable materials are to be specified for the construction
and finishes of the interior fittings, joinery and furniture. Such
materials may include:








Glass
Ceramics
Stone
Polished timber
Leather
Brass
Selected plastic laminates
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“Painted” surfaces must be hard wearing via the use of baked
enamels, powder-coats or lacquers
Where surfaces are painted surfaces they must be hardwearing
through use of baked enamels, powder coating or lacquer.
It should be noted that and all materials and finishes are subject to
the review and approval of Building Management.
Fixture details will be required to be submitted to Building
Management for approval and drawings should indicate quantities,
locations, detailing, finishes and quality. Displays are not permitted
beyond the lease line.
Cupboards for fire hydrants and/or hose reels, required as part of a
tenancy, are not to be located it in the shopfront zone. The
cupboard is to be incorporated in the overall design or added to
back of house zone. The installation of the FHR cupboard will be at
the Tenant’s cost in accordance with authorities’ requirements and
to the approval of Building Management.









The Tenant will be required to include sprinkler protection to any
display show-case, bulkhead, canopy or Ingo, or to suit walls, full
height partitions etc, in compliance with statutory requirements.
This work will be designed by Building Management’s consultant
and installed by Building Management’s builder both at the Tenant’s
cost.




2.9 Interior Lighting Requirements






Tenants must have dramatic and well illuminated
storefronts, emphasising their visual presentation, display
windows and architectural features.
Tenants are encouraged to seek the advice or services of a
lighting consultant when designing the lighting layout to
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achieve high quality light and individuality. In addition to
provision of illumination, lighting design should maintain
good visual variety and balance. Lighting colour should also
be carefully considered to provide enhancement of
merchandise.
All light fixtures shall be of high quality commercial grade.
No lamps or bulbs will be permitted that are directed or
aimed into the common area.
Exposed or unshielded neon tube lighting will not be
permitted, and if considered, will be subject to Building
Management’s approval, based on the merit of the design.
All light fixtures and installations must conform to all
applicable building and construction codes and regulations.
Tenants are required to use low energy consumption
luminaries.
Electrical reticulation is to be via the ceiling, fixed shop
fitting units and/or partitioning. Exposed conduit or wiring is
not permitted.
Un-diffused fluorescent fittings will not be accepted and all
general lighting is to be amplified with accent lighting. No
fluorescent battens will be allowed to be attached to the
underside of the ceiling except to areas out of public view
such as storage areas and pelmet lighting must be diffused
or by other means concealed from public view.
All lighting shall beNAA and Section J compliant.
In non-food shops, compact fluorescent lighting and/or low
voltage lighting are both recommended and preferred for all
interior lighting.
In all cases lighting shall be low glare utilising glare control
baffles.
Imaginative lighting solutions are encouraged. The Tenant
shall provide a high level of illumination to the shopfront
display which will highlight the merchandise and provide for
a daytime (business) and a night time (after hours) setting.
A zone of minimum of 1200 lux lighting level at 1m above
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floor is to be installed by the Tenant generally within two
metres of the shopfront alignment. All lighting shall be NAA
and Section J compliant.
Recessed ceiling fittings and/or recessed slim line track
systems should be used in all areas exposed to public view,
unless decorative fittings (i.e. Pendants) are preferred
design scheme.
Shopfront lighting must be controlled to provide glare free
illumination at the shop glass line.
Emergency and exit lighting to the requirements of the
Building Surveyor must be provided by the Tenant.
Shopfront lighting to underside of entry soffit is provided as
part of base building works and display windows will be low
voltage light fixtures, or compact fluorescent down lights.

Shopfront Lighting

Design of shopfront display lighting should be adequately
ventilated and is subject to approval by Building
Management.

The shopfront display lighting should be designed to achieve
a minimum of 1,000 lux.

Tenancy shopfront lighting shall be on a contactor controlled
lighting circuit separate to that of the general shop lighting.

Building Management will provide a 40 AMP single phase
contactor located within the tenancy for connection by the
Tenant.

It should be noted that all specialty lighting to external street
fronts may be the subject of separate application to and
approval by the relevant regulatory body.

2.10 Storefront Security Systems
The Tenant is to provide any special security systems inclusive of
wiring, alarms locks etc at the Tenant’s costs. Audible alarms are
not acceptable.
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Storefront electronic security systems and any other shoplifting
detection devices must be integrated into the Tenant's storefront
design. Any such devices must be concealed from view.
Any theft detection/security device system must be submitted with
the overall design submission. No system shall be installed unless
approved by Building Management. Failure to comply with this
approval process will result in the removal of such systems by
Building Management at the Tenant's expense.
All wiring to the security systems must be concealed from view.
Power poles and wiring channels exposed to view are not
permitted.
After hours security systems should be monitored off site by tenant.
No audible alarms are permitted after hours.

2.11 Closure Systems
Tenants required to provide glass closure systems must ensure that
they are fitted within single or double span of vertical blades.
Exceptions may be allowed subject to Building Management's
approval.
Two design options for retail doors are provided (refer Figure 5).
Any additional openings or doors will be subject to Building
Management’s approval. Open doors shall not extend beyond the
lease line. Generally, roller doors or grilles will not be permitted.

2.12 Merchandising
Window merchandising sets mood and character, attracts attention,
and identifies the brand. Displays within the store front and interior
should be bold, strong and imaginative and themed to reflect the
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products on offer. Merchandise on display should have interest and
appeal to entice patrons to explore the tenancy.

impact and presentation. Excellence of food presentation and
housekeeping are essential.

Window displays should be assembled with consideration towards
the following:

Counter Front and Sneeze Guards
Food and beverage counter fronts are subject to approval by the
Building Management. Materials should be tiles, stone or timber
and compatible with the overall concept.







Avoid locating products at knee or eye level
Avoid cluttering with unnecessary merchandise
Create a story with a balance of colour, shapes and
repetition to draw the eye around display
Group products together to assist in achieving companion
sales (when two different products are put together to form a
unique product) and
Displays should be interesting from all sides

Food Merchandising
In addition to the standard tenancy guidelines special requirements
apply to food tenancies.
To achieve a high level of presentation the set up and maintenance
of food displays is essential. The product should be presented in a
fresh, hygienic and organised way to best display the product.
Consideration of the following is required when merchandising food:

Colours should be light and airy in keeping with the Southern Cross
Retail Precinct theme.
Sneeze guards must be glass, either curved or straight and
internally illuminated. Avoid as far as possible the use of stainless
steel frame supports. Framing to sneeze guards should be precoloured metal.
Tickets, Price Tags and Packaging
Tickets, price tags and packaging are another opportunity for
creativity and innovation. Thought should be afforded to the size of
promotional tags, pricing systems, ticketing, shape colour and
texture to ensure that these elements do not dominate the product
on display.
Carry bags should carry the store name and/or logo type.





Display cabinets are to be incorporated into the overall
design
Labelling and pricing tags should be professionally designed
and presented
Food displays should be appropriately illuminated

Food and beverage tenancies should avoid the use of standard
stainless steel trays for food presentation. Alternatives including
containers of varying shapes, sizes, colours and materials should
be used. For example glass or ceramic bowls, vases, cane baskets
etc. Various additional items like sculptures, antiques, kitchen
accessories, unusual bottles or container can be used to increase
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2.13 Floor Loads
Floor loading is assessed for each Tenancy. The Tenant is to
engage a structural engineer to determine floor loading
requirements.

2.14 Disability Discrimination Act
In designing the tenancy fitout, access for all customers and staff
with disabilities is to be provided in accordance with the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) within the
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Building Code of Australia. This provision of access is as a
legislative requirement and the responsibility of the Tenant to
ensure all requirements are met.
Any finishes to columns should possess 30% luminance contrast
with surrounding surfaces; all floor finishes should be traversable by
people with disabilities in line with Australian Standards and the
DDA.

3. Floors
Trowelled finished concrete to primary slabs will be provided by
Building Management:
Refer to structural slab levels on plans and on site.
4. Ceilings

3. Building Design Parameters
3.1 Building Management’s Work

Underside of Condec slab with exposed and fire sprayed beam
visible . Where steel beams have been fire sprayed fixings are not
allowed.

Building Management will provide the following on a "once-only"
basis and in accordance with its own plans and specifications and
choice of materials for “first-time” Tenants in new units:

Tenant's consultants should visit the premises to determine height
restrictions. Ceiling loading shall not exceed 50 kilograms per
square metre (10 pounds per square foot).

1. Basic Space

Acoustic treatment is required as part of the Tenant’s fitout if ceiling
is not installed. Building Management will confirm and approve
requirements.

A basic space, as shown on the plan attached to the lease.
2. Walls and Columns
Inter-tenancy walls consist of plasterboard and will be sealed and
unpainted. Any cutting and patching of the wall for the installation of
wiring, plumbing and other fixtures shall be the Tenant's
responsibility.
Columns within the Tenant leased space will be unpainted off-form
concrete or primed and fire sprayed steel. The unfinished columns
and concrete walls will be finished by the Tenant as part of their
design. Where steel columns have been fire sprayed fixings are not
allowed. External columns will be pre-finished by Building
Management.
Shopfronts will be full height glass with stainless steel mullions
(refer to façade details).
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External soffits including light fittings, sprinklers, and security
cameras are required to be clad in alpolic / bluestone.
5. Electrical Services
a) Power Supply


Tenancies will receive a supply cable for three-phase supply
capacity ranging from 63 to 100 amps, depending upon the
particular tenants functional requirements.

b) Communications Supply
A 10 pair telecommunications backbone cable will be provided to a
point indicated on the tenancy plan.
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MATV cabling will be provided to a point indicated on the tenancy
plan.
Provision of emergency lighting and exit signs shall be the Tenant's
responsibility.
6. Hydraulics Services

2. Chilled Water (CChW) and Heating Hot water (HHW)
points are provided for tenancy connections to the
Southern Cross East Tower (SX1) only. Note these
services are only provided between the hours of 7am –
7pm, Monday to Friday.
3. Access to outside air via built in grilles to shopfront
perimeter of tenancies.

a) Plumbing and Drainage
Building Management will provide access only to the following
services for Tenant's connection on an as-needed basis. Access
locations for these services vary and shall be verified by the
Tenants. It may be necessary for the Tenant to core through the
concrete floor slabs and walls. Tenant is required to provide fire
stopping to re-establish fire separations.
1. Main water supply capped off with a control valve
and 20mm feed provided for tenancy connection.
2. 100mm sewer drainage point provided for tenancy
connection.
3. 100mm greasy waste point provided for tenancy
connection to allocated GIT in basement 03 (8,000L
total capacity)

4. Kitchen exhaust (KEF) ductwork tapping points provided
for restaurants and food retails. This will be available for
use by the Food and Beverage outlets during normal
Building Services Hours. If Operation is required outside
of these hours please see note below. Hoods and fitout
are required to be installed by the tenant.
5. Sanitary amenities exhaust (TEF) ductwork tapping
available for use during normal hours. For operations
outside these times a standalone system will need to be
installed and connected to the tenancy electrical
distribution board.
6. For tenancies located in the SX1 building HVAC services
required outside of Building Services hours, will have to
be provided by the Tenant, by means of installation of
independent, self sufficient plant and equipment
connected to the tenancy electrical distribution board.

7. Mechanical Services
a) Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Consult Building Management to confirm specific mechanical
provisions for each tenancy.
1. Condenser Water (CCW) points provided for tenancy
connections to Southern Cross West Tower (SX2) only.
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7. Within the Southern Cross West Tower (SX2) the
following allowance must be made for the provision of
CCW, HHW, outside air and kitchen exhaust (KEF) for
the tenancy areas indicated below:
a. Condenser Water Flow 0.013L/s/m2
b. Kitchen exhaust duct access (5,000L/s per F&B
tenancy)
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8. Within the Southern Cross East Tower (SX1) the
following allowance must be made for the provision of
CChW, HHW, outside air and kitchen exhaust (KEF) for
the tenancy areas indicated below:
a. Chilled Water 0.010L/s/m2
b. Heating Hot Water 0.003L/s/m2
c. Kitchen exhaust duct access (5,000L/s for 6
tenancies and 3000L/s for 3 tenancies)
b) Gas Supply
Gas supply will be made available by Building Management up to a
maximum of 500 MJ/h in selected tenancies. The supply will be
capped off with a control valve and 7kPa pressure.
8. Fire Services
a) Sprinkler
A sprinkler system is provided by Building Management in
accordance with AS2118, based on an open floor plan unfinished
space and substantially conforming to Building Management's base
building mechanical drawings. Tenants are recommended to
employ Building Management’s contractors for any modifications to
the sprinkler system at Tenant's expense.
b) Fire Safety
The fire alarm system and sprinkler system is installed in
accordance with applicable legislation. Tenants are required to
consult Building Management regarding any modifications to the fire
alarm system and sprinkler system, at Tenant's expense. It is the
Tenant’s responsibility to seal all penetrations and maintain the
required thermal insulation and fire rating of the building structure.
Smoke detection and EWIS connection points are provided.
c) Smoke Evacuation
Smoke evacuation equipment in common public areas is provided
in accordance with applicable laws.
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d) Fire Hose Coverage
Coverage is provided in accordance with Code requirements.
9. Tenant’s Work recommended to be performed by Building
Management's approved Contractors
It is recommended the Tenant's Work set out below shall be
performed by the contractors designated by Building Management
(refer to section 1.3) at the expense of the Tenant:
a) All approved modifications or connections to the base building
systems, including all work outside the Tenant's premises, i.e.
the base building heating, cooling, ventilation, exhaust, controls,
electrical distribution and life safety systems as installed by
Building Management.
b) The provision of additional capacity such as electrical,
telephone, air handling, air conditioning, etc.
c) Installation of approved modifications to the fire detection and
emergency communication system. All work to modify the
sprinkler layout of the premises to suit the Tenant’s design can
be undertaken by the Tenant, however the interface and
modifications to the fire indicator panel must be undertaken by
Building Management’s fire contractor
d) Design and installation of the ceiling sprinklers, EWIS, smoke
detection devices and fire extinguishers as per the NAA Based
on the retail tenancy fit out partitioning, additional hydrants
and/or hose reels may be required. Tenants should use Building
Management’s designer for the design and Building
Management’s builder for the installation which will minimise
any problems with coordination of the mechanical services with
other trades.
e) The Tenant is responsible for any false alarms and consequent
charges from the authorities caused by work on their behalf.
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Detectors must be isolated by a licensed service provider,
protected and cleaned as required when work is being carried
out. Detectors must also be cleaned on completion of work or
replaced if found faulty. All work is at the Tenant’s cost.
f)

Patching of base building fireproofing.

g) Any Tenant work which could affect the structural component of
the building.
h) Any drilling, cutting, coring and patching for conduit, pipe
sleeves, chases, duct equipment or openings or adjustments to
the floors, walls columns or roofs of the building as reviewed by
the structural consultant and approved by Building
Management. It should be noted that The Tenant must provide
Building Management with a fully dimensioned penetration
layout. Dimensions are to relate to the building grid system. All
structural engineering costs at the Tenant’s responsibility.
i)

Installation of any mechanical attachments or other fasteners to
the exterior façade (ground floor Tenants only).

j)

Supply and installation of meters. A water sub meter will be
provided by Building Management at the Tenant’s cost.

k) Modifications to tenancy plans based on a revised tenancy layout.
l)

Any new kitchen exhaust or air-conditioning upgrades which
involve work outside the tenancy or changes to the base
building plant excluding the relocation of base building flexible
ducts / diffusers within the tenancy will be undertaken by
Building Management at the Tenant’s cost.

m) Provision of ceiling return grilles, any necessary attenuation and
ducting to connect to the return mixing box.

n) Installing the temperature sensor(s) to suit the tenancy partition
layout.
o) Final commissioning of the VAV box and/or FCU and air
balance of the installed supply air diffusers and return air grille,
etc
p) When specifically required by the Tenant, all works required to
upgrade / alter the power supply are to be carried out by
Building Management recommended contractors at the Tenant’s
cost.
q) All works (including fire rating) to upgrade or relocate water
supply points and drainage points to suit the Tenant’s fitout
particularly where these works occur outside the tenancy
including the area below the floor slab will be undertaken by
Building Management recommended contractor’s at the
Tenant’s cost.
r) Any consultancy fees to cover the cost of checking the Tenant’s
working drawings will be charged to the Tenant by Building
Management. The Fee will be a fixed sum which will be advised
by Building Management, and be subject to the relevant
provisions in the lease agreement.
s) Design and installation of the water cooled reverse cycle
packaged units, ductwork and pipe work reticulation throughout
the tenancy including supply air registers and condensate drains
to Tenant installer’s tundishes.
t)

Design and installation of connection of fixtures and equipment
to cold water, sewer or greasy waste pipe work, including floor
wastes and grease traps which will be capped 100mm above
FFL within the tenancy (Refer design drawings).

u) There is a retail mains cable (size documented in lease plan)
left in ceiling space of each tenancy for termination by Tenant to
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the respective distribution board (supplied and installed by the
Tenant).
v) Redesign and installation of the sub main cable reticulation from
the main retail tenancy switchboard to the tenancy if required

3.2 Tenant Work

Management for all overhead structures, fixtures and fittings.
g) Penetrations of structural slabs, walls and beams in excess of
50mm in depth must be approved in advance in writing by
Building Management at the Tenant’s cost. All penetrations of
structural elements of the building shall be x-rayed in advance
of coring/cutting.
The Tenant to provide temporary fire stopping, smoke seal and
waterproofing of all penetrations in fire rated assemblies
immediately following core drilling/cutting if permanent
measures will follow at a later date.

1. General Requirements
a) The Tenant shall be responsible for and pay the entire cost of all
leasehold improvements including signage and all other work in
or affecting the premises. The Tenant is responsible for the
preparation of all design and working drawings and
specifications relating to completion of the premises for
occupation by the Tenant and the calling of tenders and letting
of contracts relating to the Tenant's work and the supervision
and completion of the Tenant's work.

h) All electrical, natural gas and domestic water services must be
metered by connection to Building Management’s centralised
metering system using Building Management’s approved
meters.
i)

If extensive partitioning is used and additional speakers are
required within the Tenant’s premises, it is recommended this
work shall be completed by Building Management’s contractor
at the Tenant’s expense.

j)

Interior Finishing Supply and installation for all other work,
interior finishes and installation (beyond those set out in section
3.1), including ceilings, floor covering, extension of base
building finishes into the premises, painting, show window
enclosures and display platforms, partitions, special wall and
ceiling finishes, vertical and horizontal transportation equipment,
trade fixtures and security vaults, and all requirements of
licensing, health and other authorities having jurisdiction.

b) The Tenant shall be responsible for verifying all conditions and
dimensions on site prior to preparing their drawings.
c) Height limitations are to be checked in Tenant premises under
existing Building Management’s services.
d) Access must be provided for all mechanical and electrical
devices located above ceilings and behind walls by the Tenant.
e) Mechanical and electrical consultants should verify that no
interference exists with work in spaces below the slab.
f)

All leasehold improvements shall be suspended from the
structure independently of base building components such as
ducts, pipes, conduits, etc. Provide transition hangers, where
required to avoid these components. A structural engineers
certificate will be supplied by the Tenant to Building
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k) Access panels shall be provided in ceilings where removable tile
ceiling systems are not used for access to equipment. This
includes base building elements, which may be located above
such ceilings. Access panels are to be hinged flush mounted
panel with square key locking system.
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Physical security Provision of physical security for the
premises and its contents.

m) Any refrigeration units required within a tenancy are to be
provided and paid for by the Tenant including all platforms and
acoustic visual screening. Location to be nominated by Building
Management. Condenser units can also be contained within the
tenancy and vented externally subject to Building
Management’s approval.
n) Any and all additional equipment, cabling and pipe work must
be labelled in accordance with current standards and
specifications and identified on as built drawings. Any items not
labelled and require labelling, will be labelled by Building
Management and the Tenant will be liable to pay the cost
incurred.
2. Floors, Walls and Ceilings
a) The Tenant applied floor finishes must include allowance for all
transitions to the street surfaces where applicable.

d) New columns within the tenancy will be either off form concrete
or unclad steel columns that may be treated for fire protection.
e) Existing heritage columns within the tenancy will be rendered
and painted.
f)

Installation of finished set plasterboard ceiling and any
bulkheads required from lease line to the tenancy. It is the
Tenant’s responsibility to ensure that all ceiling services are
coordinated.

g) All services are required to be boxed in or tidied up at Building
Management’s discretion. The slab or roof above is required to
be painted out to Building Managements’ approval.
LOW ER GROUND L.

l)

h) At the end of the lease Building Management reserves the right
to instruct the Tenant to leave intact or remove the tenancy
ceiling or other parts of the fit-out at the Tenant’s cost. The
Tenant must comply with Building Management’s instructions
and is liable for the costs to do so. Typically the Tenant’s lease
will address these requirements.
3. Electrical Requirements

b) In wet areas the Tenant must install a waterproof membrane
between the concrete floor slab and the finished floor. The
membrane must return 200 mm up all wall faces in wet area. In
addition the Tenant is required to install a suitable waterproof
treatment across any structural expansion joint within the
tenancy and is required to provide proof of any such installation
with a minimum 10 year warranty.
c) Allowance is to be made within the design for expansion joints
in floors, walls ceilings, shopfronts or columns. Tenant must not
affect free movement.
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Consultant’s checklist:





Location of service termination.
Power voltage and size of service.
Location of telephone conduit.
Electrical load summery required.

a) Electrical Installation
Supply and installation of the total electrical installation within
the premises conforming to applicable laws and building codes.
This includes but not limited to: panel, breakers in the panel,
connection of the panel to the service at a location determined
by Building Management, digital check meters, disconnect
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switches, transformer, splitter box connection of HVAC
equipment, lighting, outlets, emergency and exit lighting and
electrical service to signs and water heater.
b) Telephone Service
Supply and installation of all distribution and extensions of
telephone conduit within the premises and all intercom,
communication, burglar alarms and signal systems required by
the Tenant. The Tenant is responsible for arranging the
installation of the telephone service by the phone company. The
Tenant is responsible for payment of all applications to service
provider and fees and equipment reticulation and equipment.
c) Additional Capacity
If the Tenant requires additional electrical, telephone, air
handling, air conditioning or other increased services, they must
notify Building Management. Building Management will provide
the additional capacity, if available. The Tenant will be
responsible for any additional costs incurred.
d) Lighting
Tenancy shopfront lighting shall be on a controlled lighting
circuit separate to that of the general tenancy lighting. The
lighting colour for shopfront is to be specified by Building
Management.
e) Gym and Child Care
Electrical design criteria for the gym and child care facilities are
to be confirmed by Building Management.
4. Hydraulic Requirements
Consultant’s checklist:
 Location and size of cold water service.
a) Plumbing
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Supply and installation of all plumbing and piping, equipment,
and fixtures required to extend and connect from fixtures to the
point of connection provided by Building Management. This
includes provisions for hot water tanks and piping systems that
may be required by the Tenant. If water inlet services in excess
of those provided by the Building Systems are required, the
Tenant may at the discretion of Building Management be
required to provide metering.
The provision of public or staff washrooms within the premises if
required by legislation, including the supply and installation of
water closets, wash basins and plumbing and all finishing.
Unused waste points to be capped below floor finishes and
dimensionally marked on as constructed plans.
The Tenant shall pay for all authority inspections, connections and
fees. Certification of the fire rating of all other penetrations as
required under the Tenant’s design is to be supplied by the Tenant
to Building Management on completion.
5. Mechanical Requirements
Consultant’s checklist:
 Location and size of sanitary vent.
 Location and size of drain connection(s).
 Grease traps, if required by Tenant under counter or as
required.
 Gas Line(s) and meter, if required, installed by Building
Management’s contractor at Tenant’s expense. Location and
size to be specified.
 Location of kitchen exhaust and litres / second (l/s) required,
hood specifications.
 General ventilation at night for refrigerator cooling.
 Air velocity across counters and doorways, where applicable in
special conditions.
Heating / cooling load calculations.
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a) Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
Supply and installation of all required chilled water fan coil units,
duct work, piping insulation, automatic temperature systems,
materials, labour, and equipment for the distribution of
conditioned air, the removal from the premises of air not suitable
for recirculation and the replacement of such air. The automatic
temperature control shall be installed by Building Management's
contractor at the Tenant's expense.
The Tenant shall provide the required return air connection into
Building Management's mall ceiling plenum along with the
required matching ventilation air connection to the Tenant's fan
coil unit(s). This shall include all required controls, smoke and/or
fire dampers.
Supply and installation of any required sanitary exhaust fan and
ductwork system. Return air is to be ducted back into the retail
units.

Food outlets to use Electrostatic filters in line with kitchen
exhaust hoods to limit grease discharge and to minimise food
odour emissions.
d) Natural Gas
Supply and installation from a point designated by Building
Management, an approved system of gas piping, fittings and
valves, including all required automatic emergency shut off
valves required for kitchen exhaust/gas cooking systems, along
with connections of the gas piping systems to all Tenant
equipment.
6. Fire Requirements:
a) Sprinklers
Modifications and relocation of the sprinkler system layout to
suit the Tenant’s requirements. Any revision to the sprinkler
system layout shall be approved by Building Management to
ensure conformity with insurance requirements and Building
Code of Australia.

Blanking of perimeter soffit grille where required.
b) Meters
Supply and installation of gas, domestic cold water, chilled
water, heated water meters and CCW thermal load meters, if
required by Building Management. Building Management will
specify the make and model required. Location of meters to be
in an accessible location for auditing purposes.
c) Kitchen Exhaust
Connections to Building Management's kitchen exhaust system.
Extension of the tenancy kitchen exhaust ductwork to the
tenancy perimeter grillage, to allow for full utilisation of provision
of 5000 l/s if these are not achieved through the Tenant
installer’s kitchen exhaust hood.
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b) Fire Protection
Provision of any fire fighting, fire prevention, fire alarm, safety
and emergency equipment or lighting in and about the premises
must meet applicable laws or insurance requirements. This
equipment may include but is not limited to: portable fire
extinguishers, suppression systems and fire blankets. This
excludes the automatic fire sprinkler system.
Details of the equipment installed are to be submitted to
Building Management. The Tenant is required to maintain any
equipment installed according to the Authority requirements.
The Tenant must at all times ensure the integrity of the
building’s fire rating is maintained. The Tenant is required to
make good at its own expense any damage or break in the fire
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rating integrity of the building which results from the Tenant’s
works.
Smoke Evacuation
Provision of any extension of Building Management's system in
or about the premises required to meet applicable laws or
insurance requirements as a result of the Tenant's use of the
premises or as a result of the installation of interior partitions,
above or below the ceiling, or other improvements installed by
or on behalf of the Tenant.

consumptions and must be VP compliant to the NABERS protocol
for assessment purposes. All Tenant metering will need to have an
accuracy rate of 5% or greater, this meter accuracy must be also
certified.
Services paid directly by tenants to utility companies are not are not
classified as Base Building.

c) Emergency Lighting and exit signs
Emergency lighting and exit signs installed within the tenancy
are required to be monitored by the base building emergency
lighting monitoring system. To achieve this requirement, the
Tenant is required to provide all emergency lights and
illuminated exit signs from the range of products approved by
Building Management. The Building Management contractor will
commission the monitoring system to recognise the Tenants’
emergency light fittings; the costs of the commissioning will be
paid by the Tenant.
7. Sustainability
Southern Cross Precinct has been designed and is being operated
as energy efficient building. The Benchmarking tool that will be
used for a comparison to the market place is the mandatory
program known as the NABERS Energy Rating system.
The Retail Tenancy Outlet/s must be fitted out to ensure that
business operations will not adversely affect or reduce the potential
NABERS Energy Rating of the Building. The Tenant is required to
install metering on all services that will be connected to base
building to allow for measurement.
All Tenant Metering will be required to be connected to the Building
Management System (BMS) for recording and monitoring of
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3.3 Key Responsibilities Summary
Description
Paving tile/finish up to tenancy lease line
Standard tenancy shopfront and doors

Shop fronts
Who Designs
Who Constructs
Building
Building
Management
Management
Building
Building
Management
Management

Who Pays
Building
Management
Building
Management

Who Owns
Building
Management
Building
Management

Who Maintains
Building
Management
Tenant

Any alterations to standard shopfront

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Shop front signage, graphics and lighting

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Who Owns
Building
Management
Building
Management
Building
Management

Who Maintains
Building
Management

Internal tenancy fit-out
Description

Who Designs
Building
Management
Building
Management

Who Constructs
Building
Management
Building
Management

Who Pays
Building
Management

Standard tenancy ceiling

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Special ceilings and bulkheads

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Internal partition walls (additional to inter- tenancy walls)

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Building
Management
Building
Management

Building
Management
Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management
Building
Management

Building
Management

Interior floor finishes (including ramping where required)

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

All interior finishes, fixtures, fittings (additional to intertenancy walls)

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Inter-tenancy walls(“demising” walls)
Modifications to Inter-tenancy walls

Floor structure (concrete slab)
Modifications to structural floor (concrete slab)
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Tenant

Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
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Mechanical
Description
Supply of chilled water and heating water to perimeter of
tenancy (where applicable)
Supply of duct work, diffusers, return air grilles etc within
tenancy
Kitchen exhaust and make up air system (For “Food ”
tenancies only) incl. duct outside of tenancy area only.
Excluding canopy, connection to ductwork, exhaust fan
and controls etc.)
Kitchen exhaust and make up air system (incl. duct,
canopy, connections, etc) – within tenancy, and to
connection point outside tenancy
Fresh air supply to tenancy
Additional fresh air intakes to additional air-conditioning
units to suit tenancy design
Additional electrical, structural or hydraulic work to
additional air-conditioning units required to suit tenancy
design and heat loads
Plumbing work to A/C system (e.g. tundish,
condensation waste)
Additional plumbing work to additional air-conditioning
units required to meet tenancy design and heat loads
(e.g. tundish, condensation waste)
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Who Designs
Building
Management

Who Constructs
Building
Management

Who Pays
Building
Management

Who Owns
Building
Management

Who Maintains
Building
Management

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Building
Management

Building
Management

Tenant

Building
Management

Building
Management

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant
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Description

Who Designs

Fire Services
Who Constructs

Who Pays

Who Owns

Who Maintains

Supply of sprinkler system (single layer for
ceiling void)
Modification and/or addition to sprinkler
system within tenancy to suit tenancy design
(e.g. Ceiling mounted sprinklers)

Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management

Building
Management

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Fire hose reel in proximity to Tenancy

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Fire hose reel adjustment to suit Tenant’s
tenancy layout

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Fire extinguishers, fire blankets, etc. within
tenancy (to suit codes & regulations)

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Building
Management

Building
Management

Tenant

Building
Management

Building
Management

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Who Pays
Building
Management
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Who Owns
Building
Management
Tenant
Tenant

Who Maintains
Building
Management
Tenant
Tenant

Smoke detectors (ceiling void only) and
EWIS
Modification and/or addition to smoke
detectors within tenancy to suit tenancy
design (e.g. ceiling mounted smoke
detectors)

Description
Supply of distribution point within tenancy
Internal Wiring and connections
Modification or upgrade of supply
Authority inspection and connection

Communication supply
Who Designs
Who Constructs
Building
Building
Management
Management
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Description
Supply of standard distribution board within tenancy
Installation of electrical meter
Connection of electrical meter to BMS
Modification /upgrade of power supply to distribution board
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Electrical
Description
Description
Building
Building
Management
Management
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Description
Building
Management
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Description
Building
Management
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Description
Building
Management
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
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Electrical
Tenancy lighting and GPO installation and connection
Emergency & Exit lighting within tenancy to suit codes &
regulations
Electrical Authority’s inspection and connection

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant
Hydraulics / Plumbing

Description
Water supply to tenancy (including isolation valve)
Reticulation pipe work within tenancy from isolation
valve, to suit Tenant’s tenancy design
Hot water unit
Sink (incl. tap hardware, etc)
Waste point (1 outlet)
Tundish (where applicable)
Modification or additional connections to waste or
tundish points required
Standard trade waste outlet (1 x outlet to identified
tenancies)
New connection to standard waste, trade waste or
modification
Water sub meter
Internal tenancy reticulation of water, sewer and waste

Description
Gas supply Tenancy
Reticulation from connection point and within tenancy to
suit Tenant’s tenancy design
Gas equipment as part of Tenant’s tenancy design
Gas meter
Authority’s inspection and connection
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Who Designs
Building
Management
Tenant

Who Constructs
Building
Management
Tenant

Who Pays
Building
Management
Tenant

Who Owns
Building
Management
Tenant

Who Maintains
Building
Management
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Who Pays
Building
Management

Who Owns
Building
Management

Who Maintains
Building
Management

Gas supply to selected tenancies
Who Designs
Who Constructs
Building
Building
Management
Management
Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant

Tenant
Building
Management

Tenant
Building
Management

Tenant

Tenant
Building
Management

Tenant
Building
Management

Tenant
Tenant
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Description
Building Management’s Architect, Services Consultant
and Heritage Architect’s review of Tenant’s tenancy
design and services design
Refrigeration condenser units and approved housings
Waterproofing membrane – for food tenancies
Authority’s submissions/fees/final inspection certificates
etc
Rubbish removal
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Additional items
Who Designs
Who Constructs

Who Pays

Who Owns

Who Maintains

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant

Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
Tenant
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4. Tenant Submission Requirements
4.1 Tenant Information
Details provided to all retail Tenants shall include the following
‘Information Package’ of documents as available:
1. Lease: to define the Tenant's obligations.
2. Lease Plan - to define the Tenant's overall location within the
retail centre and dimensions of their space in relationship with
the lease line. It is to be clearly understood that Building
Management does not in any way guarantee the accuracy of the
information contained in such drawings; the Tenant remains
responsible for ensuring that the conditions on site and site
dimensions are verified and correctly reflected in the Tenant's
drawings.
3. Retail Tenant Design Criteria -This booklet together with the
revisions to the criteria if applicable.

4.2 Tenant Design Approval Process
4. In accordance with the lease, all Tenants are required to
supply complete architectural, structural (if required),
mechanical and electrical and other as applicable working
drawings for all leasehold improvements.
5. The Tenant shall employ retail designers, professional architects,
electrical and mechanical engineers, all subject to Building
Management’s approval, for the preparation of drawings and
specifications.
6. If the Tenant chooses to employ consultants other than the base
building consultants for its design work, Building Management
may, at its discretion, have such drawings checked by the base
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building consultants in order to ensure compatibility with the
building's systems.
The cost of this review will be charged to the Tenant.
7. The Tenant is obligated to provide a copy of this Retail Tenant
Design Criteria Manual to the appropriate design and
construction personnel involved with its premises. The Tenant
must acknowledge that they have read and understood the
terms of this Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual by signing
the acknowledgement form found in this document.
8. After receiving the information package and prior to starting any
design or documentation, the Tenant and Tenant's contractor
shall make a detailed inspection of the leased premises. It is the
Tenant's complete responsibility to verify and confirm all
dimensions, clearances and existing conditions within the
leased premises.
9. If there are any deviations from the Retail Tenant Design
Criteria Manual, the Tenant shall submit a written request for
Building Management's review and approval.
10. Tenants and their architects are encouraged to design their
storefronts exploring creative uses of merchandising, lighting
and signage. The interior of each store should be consistent
with the design concept or image created by the storefront.
These design goals can be accomplished through close
attention to detail, use of high quality materials, good
craftsmanship and innovative design.
11. Changes made between Building Management’s approved
drawings and actual construction will require Building
Management's written approval. Such approved alterations shall
be made at the Tenant's expense. The approved drawings must
be kept at the job site at all times.
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12. Construction shall proceed only after the Tenant has complied
with all requirements.
13. All projects must comply with the current construction laws,
Building Code of Australia codes, rules and regulations and
standards of construction quality outlined for Southern Cross.
14. Tenants’ consultants are to review the relevant sections of the
lease for specifics regarding architectural, electrical and
mechanical information.

4.3 Preliminary Submission
Requirements [Step 1]
The first submission to Building Management should be made as
soon as the Tenant's architect has completed preliminary drawings
outlining the conceptual ideas for the store.


The preliminary submission will not be reviewed unless a
total preliminary package has been submitted.



The purpose of this phase is to acquaint Building Management
with the Tenant's intentions and to ensure compliance with the
lease, lease plan, Retail Tenant Design Criteria and base
building installations before the final drawing phase.



Drawings shall not exceed 594 mm x 841 mm in size.



Preliminary drawings shall include 3 sets of prints, stapled
into complete sets and two sample boards. These must be
submitted to Building Management as a total package as
follows:

walls and gridlines.
2. Preliminary reflected ceiling plans (scale 1:50) indicating
ceiling heights, materials, light fixture types and locations,
lighting load, air-conditioning grille layout, equipment loads
and all Tenant’s and Building Management’s services.
3. Storefront elevations and sections. Locate all major
elements, indicate materials and finishes, graphics and
signage, lighting concept and door system proposed. Submit
one storefront elevation in colour (scale 1:50 minimum).
4. Details of storefront signs, sections and materials of
construction. Indicate letter style and size of graphics
including colour and methods of illumination.
5. Interior elevations and sections (scale 1:50) showing fixtures
and fittings, materials and finishes proposed, forms of
construction for each wall and merchandising proposals.
6. Details of proposed menu boards, if applicable.
7. Two complete sample boards, maximum A3 size 297 mm x
420 mm displaying fully and accurately samples of all finish
materials and colours to be used, cross- referenced to the
drawings. No plans will be reviewed and approved without a
sample board, maximum legal size.
8. Colour photo or colour graphic illustrations of the storefront
and interior space.
9. Rendered Shopfront Presentation — electronic (high quality)
3D coloured perspective and/or elevation of the shopfront
and signage.

1. Preliminary floor plans (scale 1:50) indicating interior design
concept, equipment layout, fixtures and fittings, all partitions,
doors, shopfront, existing structural columns, inter-tenancy
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10. Schematic Services Plans — a min 1:50 scale showing
plumbing, mechanical and electrical services.
11. Structural work plan with the dimensioned locations of all
floor penetrations, floor chases and abnormal floor loadings,
i.e. safes or other heavy objects to be placed in the retail
premises, etc. Note additional fees may be payable for
structural reviews.

4.4 Final Submission Requirements
[Step 2]
Final review drawings shall incorporate the required changes from
Submission #1, be of construction document quality and include
five sets of the following minimum information (this must be
submitted as a total package to Building Management). Building
Management will not review partial submissions.






Building Management reserves the right to alter any section of
the Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual without notice, which
may require a further submission by the Tenant.
Drawings will be reviewed by Building Management for
compatibility with the overall building, comments and/or
approval will be marked on one (1) set of drawings or in a letter
addressed to the Tenant. Handwritten notes and changes
marked on the submission by Building Management must be
complied with as they constitute conditions of the approval. The
Tenant is to resubmit revisions, to suit the approval conditions
within 5 working days. Such comments must be distributed to
the Tenant's architect and electrical and mechanical
consultants.
All plans, sections and details should clearly indicate the
relationship between lease line and wall(s) and the design
elements. All plans, sections and details should clearly indicate
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the relationship between the lease line and the storefront.


Plans shall show building grid lines, scale, architect’s name and
address, date of issue and revision number.



For the purpose of this manual, the drawings approved by
Building Management shall be called "approved drawings". Any
revisions made to the approved drawings by the Tenant must be
clearly marked and submitted to Building Management for
further approval.
Building Management will require ten (10) working days to
review the Tenant's design submittal.




The review will begin upon receipt of the complete design
package, including architectural, electrical, mechanical, and if
required, structural drawings.



It is the Tenants’ responsibility to submit approved drawings to
the relevant regulatory body and other authorities as required.



The Tenant is to make application for service utilities where
applicable e.g. telephone, data, gas, trade and industrial waste
connections / accounts to be available prior to commencement
of fitout works (allow 6-8 weeks).



The Tenant should also make appropriate enquiries and or
applications for other special authority approvals if a
requirement under their tenancy; examples of these include
liquor licence, pressure vessels, pharmaceutical council.

Architectural
Two samples boards and 3 sets of drawings and specifications
including:
1. Key plan showing the location of the premises.
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2. Demolition plans (scale 1:50)
3. Final floor plans (scale 1:50). Storefront location and
configuration. Locate partitions, fixtures, shelving, racks,
counters, signs by dimension and location. Specify all materials,
colours and finishes. Indicate any services to be installed that
require cutting into the floor slab. Details of mechanical and
electrical requirements.
4. Final fixture plan (scale 1:50) and final details, including
sections, elevations, and finishes for all store fixtures.
5. Final storefront elevation and sections (scale 1:20) showing the
storefront relationship with the lease line and Building
Management's construction elements. Drawings must indicate
door sizes, construction details, type and direction of opening.
Submit a complete storefront elevation in full colour, including
signage. Submit shop drawings of glazing, including complete
sections and details through storefront bulkhead sufficient for
construction, showing the relationship between the Tenant's
ceiling and the base building bulkhead and structural support
details if suspended from above. Detail sections through floor
track assemblies for sliding doors. Indicate the method of
connection to ceilings, blocking and framing members. Provide
details for all structural supports. Specify all storefront finishes,
materials and colours.

8. Two complete sample boards - if samples are different from
those submitted with the preliminary drawings (size not to
exceed legal size, 297mm x 420m. Colour and material samples
must be firmly affixed to the illustration board and labelled
complete with relevant fire ratings. All samples shall be
identified and cross-referenced with the plans as part of the
submission package. No plans will be approved without a
sample board.
9. Reflected ceiling/lighting plan (scale 1:50), indicating ceiling
materials and suspension system, various heights, location of
all light fixtures, their manufacturer's name and catalogue cut
sheets, lamps to be used and mounting details (recessed,
surface, etc). General pattern, grills, diffusers, speakers,
sprinkler heads, coves, recesses and access panels. Specify
ceiling material by name, thickness and colour, as well as fire
rating if required by Code.
10. Interior elevations (scale 1:50). Specify wall and fixture
finishes. Indicate colours and materials counter referenced
with the sample board.
11. Interior details and sections, sufficient for construction - (Scale
1:10). Details showing method of connecting, blocking, framing
and mounting of the store fixtures and signs.
12. Interior Finish Schedule

6. Final details of storefront signs (scale 1:10), elevation and
section views, letter style and size of all graphics form
submission step 1. Detail dimensioned location on bulkhead and
lighting requirements; all colours and materials, methods and
colours of illumination and wattage requirements, complete
mounting details.
7. Final menu boards indicating all materials and graphics shall be
submitted for Building Management's approval.
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13. Merchandising Proposal — Display and merchandising system
including details of any freestanding display.
Mechanical
Four sets of drawings (scale 1:50), specifications, and digital plans
in PDF and AutoCAD.
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All Tenants will be required to retain the services of a mechanical
consultant for the preparation of their mechanical plans. All Tenants
will be encouraged to employ the services of Building
Management’s consultants.
1. Demolition drawings (scale 1:50).
2. H.V.A.C. layout (scale 1:50)
Plans and specifications complete with detailed ductwork layout,
showing all duct sizes; location of all equipment, dampers, grills,
diffusers, thermostats, access doors, other equipment, if
required, and air quantities required at each diffuser.
3. Plumbing Layout (scale 1:50)
Plans and specification indicating all equipment, piping runs for
drains, vents and water supply, and the location of valves,
clean-outs, grease traps and other special or specific
requirements. Indicate location of water and gas meters.
4. Sprinkler layout (scale 1:50)
A dimensioned layout of the sprinkler piping and size indicating
all sprinkler heads new and relocated.
Electrical

Size and location of transformer (if required), panel location,
wiring and circuit diagram. Panel schedule indicating the total
connected load, and demand check meter. An electrical
equipment and fixtures list indicating wattage of each item (i.e.
total connected load, calculated foot-candle values). Wiring
schematic diagram showing distribution to all equipment,
indicating load generated by this equipment.
3. Reflected Ceiling Plan (scale 1:50)
Locate light fixtures, including night, emergency and exit light
fixtures. Specify size, wattage, type and mounting. Locate all fire
services devices including speakers, manual pull stations,
smoke detectors, heat detectors, and sprinklers.
Structural
Three Sets of drawings and Specifications.
Tenants shall provide Building Management with any additional
structural loads imposed on the building which includes but is not
limited to any floor penetrations, sizes and weights of equipment for
Building Management approval. Tenant will be back charged for
engineering services that require investigation of loads above and
beyond the Tenant's allowable loads.

Four sets of drawings (scale 1:50), specifications, and digital plans
in PDF and AutoCAD.
All Tenants will be required to retain the services of an electrical
consultant for the preparation of their electrical plans. All Tenants
will be encouraged to employ the services of Building
Management’s consultants.
1. Demolition Drawing (scale 1:50)
2. Electrical Plan (scale 1:50)
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4.5 Final Review and Approval Process
[Step 3]

4.6 Development Application
Submissions

1. Tenant shall resubmit required documentation to Building
Management until approved. Upon the receipt of all relevant
documentation, the Tenant will receive formal notification from
Building Management of approval.

1. The Tenant must obtain Building Management’s / Owner
approval prior to submitting Development Applications or other
permits and applications to council.

2. The Tenant should be aware that any changes to the approved
working drawings could incur further costs payable to the
Tenant for Building Management’s works modifications and
design review fees.
3. It is the Tenant’s responsibility to ensure all works are carried
out in accordance with the lease, lease plan and Retail Tenant
Design Criteria and the ‘stamped’ approved final design
concept. Any changes made to the approved final design
concept without Building Management’s prior approval may
result in the removal and or demolition of the unapproved
elements.
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2. Upon receipt of the approved Development Application, the
Tenant shall forward one (1) copy to Building Management.
3. It is the Tenant's responsibility to have the premises inspected
by the building, plumbing and HVAC inspectors.
4. Works to the interior and exterior of any heritage buildings
require planning approval and building licence approval. A
heritage impact statement will need to be submitted to the
relevant council.
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5. Construction Documentation
5.1 Commencement of Tenant Construction
The Tenant is required to engage its own contractors for the
purpose of carrying out leasehold improvement work. The Tenant
must carry out all construction work in strict accordance with the
approved drawings. Likewise, the Tenant’s design and
construction work must comply with all applicable laws, codes and
regulations.

4. The Tenant must provide a “Builders Bond” to Building
Management for retention during the period of construction to
cover the cost of any damage to the site or services caused by
the Tenant’s contractor.
5. Building Management shall issue verbal or written notice to the
Tenant advising that all the conditions prerequisite to the
commencement of work are compliant to the satisfaction of
Building Management.

It is the Tenant’s responsibility to ensure that it’s contractor(s)
observe and comply with all applicable construction safety
regulations including, but not limited to current OHS and WHS
requirements and Brookfield site specific and national induction
requirements.

5.1.B Construction may proceed only after the Tenant
Contractor has complied with the following:

The Tenant shall engage, at the their own expense, Building
Management’s pre-approved contractors, for any mechanical,
electrical, sprinkler, fire alarm, controls and balancing
modifications or additions to the base building systems.

2. Completed all required permits on site including:

The Building Management reserves the right to approve the
Tenant’s contractors, subcontractors and consultants. Please be
advised that certain work is limited to mandatory trades.
5.1. A Construction may proceed only after the Tenant has
complied with the following:
1. The Tenant's lease for the premises has been executed.
2. The Tenant has provided acceptable evidence of insurance as
per the lease.
3. The Tenant can demonstrate compliance with site rules.
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1. Provided development applications, building permit(s), building
licences and hard copy of permit drawings.

a. Fire impairment permits; A minimum of 72 hours
advanced written, emailed or faxed notification is
required in order to attain the necessary insurance
approvals. No work on emergency or fire protection
services that involves the isolation or disruption of the
service shall take place until Building Management has
given approval. Shutdown of the services overnight or
for periods in excess of 24 hours will only be permitted
at Building Management’s discretion. The Tenant will
need to appoint a static guard for overnight for the
supervision of fire protection services which cannot be
reinstated that day.
b. Shutdown of central building systems such as electrical
switchboards and/or risers or air conditioning systems
will be permitted at the discretion of Building
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Management. Supervision may also be required during
such shutdowns by Building Management with all costs
borne by the Tenant. All shutdowns will only be
permitted when adequate notice has been provided and
will be strictly controlled, coordinated with other Tenants
and minimised so as to avoid unnecessary disruption to
the building and its Tenants.
3. Made available at the leased premises, a set of prints of
Building Management approved drawings for the duration of
the construction period.
4. Provided acceptable evidence of public liability and workers
compensation insurances for self and all sub-contractors to
Building Management to the values noted in the contract
agreement, noting Building Management as additional insured.
5. Submitted a detailed program of work.

may have an arrangement with a photocopier technician. The
process for contractors to obtain keys and cards is as follows.
When the contractor arrives on site at the designated location
for keys and cards, they are required to provide the following
information:






Tenant or company name
Location of work
Name of the general contractor and sub-contractor
Type of work being performed
Whether or not the fire system will be affected

10. Building Management reserves the right to reasonably refuse
access to the building to any contractor at their discretion.
Access cards remain the property of Building Management. No
markings or defacing of any kind will be permitted. In the case
of recurring lost cards/keys, access privileges may be
suspended.

6. Provided an executed head contractor agreement.
7. Provided a list of subcontractors indicating contact names and
telephone numbers for after hour emergency use.
8. Submitted completed building access documents as required.
A work request form is used to control and co-ordinate access
to the building while maintaining building security and safe
working conditions. Contact the Building Management office to
obtain a work request form. If you require access to another
Tenant’s premises a separate work request form will need to
be completed.
9. When a contractor requires access to a secured Tenant
premises the contractor may arrange for a key or security
access card directly from the Tenant. For example, a Tenant
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11. Completed the safety induction and site specific safety
induction which must be arranged through Building
Management. Note that no work must commence prior to the
induction. During the induction contractors should familiarise
themselves with the emergency evacuation procedures and
hazardous materials register for the property.
12. Prior to the start of Tenant construction, Building Management
will determine and advise regarding any valves that need to be
shut off and identify the locations for any tie-ins. Running
Hydraulic lines through the electrical rooms of the building is
strictly prohibited. The Building Management must perform all
base building shut-off and tie-in work at the Tenant’s expense.
Fire and other hydraulic services should be located close to the
underside of the structural beams and should occupy a
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discrete “zone” from which their horizontal distribution does not
stray either above or below.

5.2 Procedures During Construction
5.2.A Contractor is to submit to Building Management during
construction:
1. Copies of all site-meeting minutes.
2. Copies of all contemplated changes to the Tenant's work at
time of issuance to Tenant's contractors.
3. Copies of all site visit reports by the Tenant's consultants.
4. Copies of all site reports from authorities having jurisdiction.
5.2.B Tenant’s Work
The Tenant's work set out below shall be performed at the expense
of the Tenant and as approved by Building Management:
1. All approved modifications or connections to the building
systems, including all work outside the Tenant's premises, i.e.
the base building heating, cooling, ventilation, exhaust, controls,
electrical distribution and life safety systems as installed by
Building Management.
2. The provision of additional capacity such as electrical,
telephone, air handling, air conditioning, etc.
Blanking off any air intake/exhaust during construction to prevent
construction dust entering base building systems
3. Installation of approved modifications to the fire detection and
emergency warning intercommunications system.
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4. Patching of base building fireproofing.
5. Any Tenant work which could affect the structural component of
the building.
6. Any drilling, cutting, coring and patching for conduit, pipe
sleeves, chases, duct equipment or openings in the floors, walls
columns or roofs of the building as reviewed by the structural
consultant and approved by Building Management. Floor by
floor fire compartment rating must be maintained at all times
with recertification carried out as required at the Tenant’s cost.
7. Installation of any mechanical attachments or other fasteners to
the exterior façade (ground floor Tenants only).
8. Any power, gas or other consumable item used by the Tenant
and its contractors during construction shall be payable by the
Tenant. The Tenant shall ensure that all switching and circuitry
are wired back to the sub-meter allocated or provided by the
Tenant. All electrical meters are to be connected to and
monitored by the BMS.
5.2.C Inspection of Tenant Premises as required
1. Building Management and its consultants shall have unlimited
access to the Tenant’s premises for the purpose of inspecting
the tenant work in progress. Building Management and its
consultants may note deficiencies in the Tenant work, which
shall be corrected by the Tenant immediately.
2. After completion of Tenant work an inspection shall be made by
Building Management with the Tenant. Deficiencies noted by
Building Management regarding tenant work will be corrected
prior to the removal of the hoarding. Any damages caused by
the Tenants’ contractor to adjacent areas in the execution of the
Tenant work shall be repaired at the Tenant’s expense.
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5.2.D General Rules
1. All works inclusive of material storage must be contained within
the tenancy space with the Tenant being solely responsible for
the provision of security. Materials and equipment may only be
stored on-site in exceptional circumstances with the prior written
approval of Building Management in areas designated by
Building Management. The contractor is responsible for
ensuring that the construction site, as well as all adjacent areas
affected by the construction site, is kept clean. If the contractor
fails to do this, Building Management will arrange to have the
area cleaned and the Tenant will be liable for the costs. The
contractor is responsible to supply their own bin and ensure the
regular removal of all garbage from their worksite..
2. The Tenant is responsible for the security of the premises. The
Building Management will assist the Tenant where possible to
secure the premises. The Tenant must install locks on doors
they wish to secure and the locks must be compatible with the
base building master key system at all times.
3. No smoking is permitted in the buildings. All contractors are to
be attired properly with all personal protective equipment
required for the work they are undertaking. The use of illegal
substances, consumption of alcoholic beverages and the use of
profane language on the work site are strictly prohibited.
Moreover, the contractor must ensure that workers are not
under the influence of drugs or alcohol at any time while
working. Violation will result in all work being stopped.
4. Any delivery or collection through the loading dock must be
coordinated with Building Management and will only take place
in the bay or bays and at the times agreed to prior to the
delivery or collection taking place. The Tenant will be
responsible for any traffic management costs that may be
required as a result of their movements. The Tenant will also be
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responsible for obtaining any and all approvals from the council
where loading or unloading is required from the street.
5. The contractor is responsible for locating adequate parking.
Under no circumstances are vehicles to congest courier parking
or block access to the site’s loading dock facilities. Parking onsite is not available. The loading dock is for loading/unloading of
materials only; parking in the loading dock is strictly prohibited
at all times.
6. Use of building facilities other than those designated by Building
Management is not permitted. Under no circumstances are
tools, brushes, etc to be cleaned in basins located in toilet or
tearoom areas.
7. All finishes, fixtures and fittings shall be adequately protected
against damage to the satisfaction of Building Management.
Any such damage is to be made good immediately, at the cost
of the Tenant. Carpet in all working areas must be properly
covered with an acceptable protective material to the approval
of Building Management, including lobbies and corridors. The
Building Management will take no responsibility for damaged
carpet and will request that the Tenant undertake rectification
works if required.
8. Goods Lift - There is no goods lift available for use for any retail
premises.
9. Normal operating hours for the premises is between 8:00am to
7:00pm Monday to Friday. The Building Management shall be
advised of any noisy works proposed so that the work can be
coordinated so as not to disturb or disrupt any other planned
and authorised activities or the quiet enjoyment of other
occupants on the same or adjacent floors. If Building
Management determines any construction related noise is too
loud or disruptive during regular working hours the contractor
will be instructed to cease the activities immediately. The
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contractor shall perform all noisy, dusty and odorous work
before 8:00am or after 7:00pm and only after receipt of written
authorisation from Building Management.
5.2.E Hoarding
1. Building Management may deem it necessary for the Tenant to
hoard off portions of their work. The hoarding is to be of a
quality, material and construction that presents in an
aesthetically pleasing manner. Please consult with Building
Management for clarification. Hoarding will be installed at the
Tenant’s expense.
2. The hoarding will be positioned maximum 80mm beyond the
lease line, dust proof, neat, built of gypsum, full height, taped,
sanded and painted in a neutral colour.

contract documents and authorities having jurisdiction.
2. Fire suppression system verification and testing certificate.
3. Certified Building Certificate or Occupation Certificate relative to
local State authorities.
4. Consultant approved air testing and balancing report.
5. Exhaust hood balancing report (for food service Tenants).
6. Fire alarm system verification and testing certificate.
7. Confirmation from electrician that all electrical panels have been
tagged and tested.
8. Verification of all required meter installations.

3. A key to the secured hoarding will be supplied to Building
Management to allow access to the premises at all times for the
entire duration of the construction.

5.3 Completion of Tenant Construction
A defect inspection will be carried out by Building Management or
Building Management’s representatives upon completion of the
installations. Please schedule the deficiency inspection with
Building Management, prior to the removal of the hoarding (by
tenant's contractor).

9. Fully stock and merchandise the tenancy and advise Building
Management for an inspection prior to opening day.
10. Payment of stamp duty and registration fees if applicable are
required.
11. Payment of marketing levy, special promotion levy, and first
month’s base rent are required.
12. Issue of the bank guarantee or other security requirements
under the lease.

Upon completion of the construction the Tenant/will submit the
following closing documentation:

13. Removal of rubbish from the Tenant’s works and tenancy
related rubbish off-site at the Tenant’s cost.

Prior to opening for business:

14. A final clean must be performed of the following items including,
but not limited to:

1. Final engineers and architects' inspection reports stating that
the installations have been completed in accordance with the
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a. All floor coverings.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Light fixtures and lenses.
All glass including the inside of exterior windows.
Window frames and mullions.
Window coverings.
Public areas and service areas affected by the Tenant’s
work.
g. Diffusers and ceiling space are clean of all construction
dust and debris.
h. Building Management reserves the right to complete an
additional clean, at the Tenant’s expense, if the quality of
the cleaning completed by the Tenant’s cleaning
contractor is not to standard.

10. Final inspection and sign-off from building’s Certifier.
11. Air balancing reports (3 copies).

Within 30 days of opening for business:
1. Complete set of "As Built" drawings, both hard copy and
AutoCAD format approved by the Tenant's consultants.
2. An executed statutory declaration from the Tenant and the
Tenant's contractor. The declaration should state that all monies
owing to their suppliers and subcontractors have been paid and
that no liens have been registered against Building
Management's property.
3. Proof of maintenance agreements for Tenant's equipment.
4. Operations and Maintenance Manuals complete with all
contractor and supplier information.
5. Certificate of Substantial Completion from designer.
6. Sprinkler verification.
7. Certificate of Electrical Safety
8. Plumbing Industry Commission Compliance Certificate.
9. Fire Alarm verification.
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5.4 Tenant and Contractor’s Acknowledgement Form
The undersigned and those acting for the undersigned have read the Retail Tenant Design Criteria Manual governing construction and agree to abide
by requirements outlined in performance of the work required in the Tenant space.

Retail Tenancy:

Name/Title:

Address:

Telephone:

Accepted and agreed this

day of

By:
Tenant

Accepted and agreed this

day of

By:
Contractor
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Attachment A – Base Building Services
Water, Gas, Air
Tenancy
W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7
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Domestic
Water
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point

Sewer

Greasy Waste

Gas

Toilet Exhaust

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided.

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter

1000 l/s
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Kitchen
Exhaust
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s

Make Up Air
2

1.5m

1.5m

2

1.5m2

1.5m2

1.5m2

1.5m2

1.5m2

Condenser Water
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
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W8

W9

W10

W11

Aus Post

E1a

E1b

E2
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provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mnm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

provided

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold

not provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provide

1000 l/s

Single point
provided, tenant
to provide pump

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single point
provided, tenant
to provide pump

Point to be
provided if
required, tenant
to supply pump

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
7kpa. Max
5000MJ/h. Meter
not provided

1000 l/s

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Nil

Nil

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Nil

Single line
100mm

Single 100mm
diameter point
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between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Max 5000l/s per
tenant. No more
than 44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
No

1.5m2

3.0m2

3.0m2

1.5m2

and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2
Single supply of
condenser water to
be used for heating
and cooling.
0.0013l/s/m2

1.5m2

100 l/s

Max 5000 l/s
per tenant. No
more than
44000l/s
between all
West tenancies
Nil

N/A

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

Nil

100 l/s

Nil

N/A

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

Single point
1.1Kpa Max

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
2
HHW=0.003L/s/m
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water point
provided. Water
meter provided

diameter point
provided

provided

E3

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

E4

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

E5

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided.

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

E6

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

E7a

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided
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500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system
Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system
Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system
Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system
Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system
Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system

2

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2
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Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Nil

Nil

100 l/s

Nil

2m/s

CHW=0.01L/s/m2
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Nil

Nil

100 l/s

Nil

N/A

CHW=0.01L/s/m
HHW=0.003L/s/m2

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

100 l/s

Max 3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=0.09L/s/m2
HHW=0.27L/s/m2

G02 to
G05

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Nil

100 l/s

Nil

N/A

CHW=4.22L/s/m2
HHW=1.27L/s/m2

G06

Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided
Single 20mm
diameter cold
water point
provided. Water
meter provided

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system
Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to
BAS system.
Nil

100 l/s

Nil

N/A

CHW=1.21L/s/m2
HHW=0.36L/s/m2

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Nil

100 l/s

Nil

N/A

CHW=1.98L/s/m2
HHW=0.59L/s/m2

Single line
100mm
diameter point
provided

Single 100mm
diameter point
provided

Single point
1.1Kpa Max
500Mj/h Meter
not provided.
Tenant to
connect meter to

100 l/s

3000 l/s

2m/s

CHW=1.83L/s/m2
HHW=0.55L/s/m2

E7b

E8

G01

G07

G08 to
G10
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BAS system

Electrical, Communications, Fire, Controls
Tenancy

Phone Line

W1

10 pair cable
provided

W2

10 pair cable
provided

W3

10 pair cable
provided

W4

10 pair cable
provided

W5

10 pair cable
provided

W6

10 pair cable
provided
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Fire
Sprinklers
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance

EWIS /
Speakers
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
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BAS

Electrical

Lighting

Security

MATV

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Note
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W7

10 pair cable
provided

W8

10 pair cable
provided

W9

10 pair cable
provided

W10

10 pair cable
provided

W11

10 pair cable
provided

Aus Post

10 pair cable
provided

E1a

Nil
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with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler

detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
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Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS

Cable provided.
Distribution

1 battery
backup light in

Nil

Cable
provided
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protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

system
provided

E1b

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E2

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E3

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E4

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E5

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided
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board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance -63
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance -63
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance -100
Amps
Cable
provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance -100
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance -100
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance -100

each tenancy

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided
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E6

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E7a

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E8

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

E9

Nil

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

G01

Nil

Nil

Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

G02 to
G05

Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
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Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance 100 Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance - 63
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance - 63
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant. Base
Building
Allowance - 63
Amps
Cable provided.
Distribution
board by tenant

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by tenant

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided
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G06

Nil

G07

Nil

G08 to
G10

Nil
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Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard
Above ceiling
sprinkler
protection in
accordance
with Australian
Standard

tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
Cable for
connection
and speaker
provided. Fire
detection by
tenant
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Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided

Connection
to BAS
system
provided

Cable provided.
Distribution
board by
tenant.

1 battery
backup light in
each tenancy

Nil

Cable
provided
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